EVERYDAY PEACE INDICATORS
- SOUTH AFRICA

COMMUNITY HEALING PROJECT

Building an Inclusive Society
SURVEY BENEFITS

EPI: Atlantis, Hanover Park & De Doorns

- Safe spaces for delicate identify-driven perspective sharing
- Sampling: More representative dialogue i.t.o. geography
- Offers more human angle to normal govt. statistics
- Technological innovation highly welcome and trendy

Building an Inclusive Society
SURVEY CHALLENGES

EPI: Atlantis, Hanover Park & De Doorns

• Time still too short for deep more honest reflection in Focus Groups
• Some areas too risky for enumerators to reach – could defeat purpose
• Community meetings could raise expectations as well as threats
• Changing cell-phone numbers limited opportunities for longitudinal reach
Community Healing Project – Medium Term (dialogue) Outcomes

• (3) Platforms are created where personal and historical perspectives are acknowledged, prejudices challenged and inclusive narratives explored.

• (4) Divided communities are engaged in dialogue to overcome sources of conflict.
PROJECT BENEFITS

Community Healing Project – 27 communities across South Africa

• Project Monitoring & Evaluation

• Inclusion & Mobilization of critical mass in broader community

• Convincing Government

• Empowerment of dialogue leaders

• Analytical processes with community: interpreting, disaggregating

Building an Inclusive Society
NEXT STEPS

Community Healing Project – 27 communities across South Africa

• Govt. civil society and community leader Roundtables

• National network of community and civil society research